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Please allow me to introduce myself

I'm a man of wealth and taste

I've been around for a long, long year

...

Special thanks to Mike J. for the text and https://ricehistorycorner.com/2012/10/18/obsolete-technology-yet-again/ for the picture

https://ricehistorycorner.com/2012/10/18/obsolete-technology-yet-again/


Nice, French Riviera



Nice, French Riviera… today!



BTW, why do we need QA for

mainline KERNEL?



Because mainline Kernel Sucks !!!
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Fine, but why does it sucks that much?



Because it is almost never tested

 on all the supported HW !!!

Fine, but why does it sucks so much?



ARM ecosystem… long time ago











Supported machines in ARM arch



Huge amount of boards

+

Active Linux community

=

BIG MESS



How can we expect a product 

developer to use the mainline 

kernel knowing that ?
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Product development

LTS (Long Term Support)

Silicon VendoR code

platform vendor code

Rebase on latest fixes… 

...or not!

Product developer code

3.173.163.153.143.133.123.113.10
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Solution: 

QA using continuous integration

 on a wide range of products



Continuous integration

TESTS

PERF / POWER

CHECK/BUILD

BOOT

GIT trees / ML

REPORT
FAIL

FAIL

FAIL

FAIL

PASS

PASS

PASS



Existing solutions:

0-Day

Kernelci.org



Building

reporting

checking

0-Day is...

Pamela

Bob

William



0-Day is as well...

booting

Testing

 

measuring 

Mike John

A boot



Not for ARM
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Distributed labs

lab_baylibre

lab_free_electrons

lab_baylibre_seattle

lab_Linaro

lab_pengutronix

lab_embeddedbits

Kernelci.org



BTW, What is a lab?



Medieval lab
cables

boardsMore cables

PC

switch

USB hub



modern lab

A bunch of stuff... organized



What about Mike and John? 

Hi, I’m JOHNHi, I’m MIKE



They’ve just got a job at 

powerci.org



john is in charge of power and 

performance measurement

COngrat for the new job John!

Thanks Buddy!



power measurement HW 

ACME (BeagleBone Black Cape)

Jack Probe

USB Probe



Manager view



Engineer view
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Mike is in charge of testing

You are the guy for that job Mike !

Thanks Man !



What does “in charge of testing” 

mean ?



write 

automated 

tests  



That’s a lot of work for 

Mike and John

If you want to 

help, you are very 

welcome

More HW

More tests

More 

visualization 

tools



Thanks a lot for your time !

That’s not fair !

He is having fun at 

Saint petersburg 

while we are 

doing the hard 

work

You’re right !

Let’s have a 

beer !



End oF presentation

Backup slides

Do not enter!


